
Today’s corporate identity systems are often made up of multiple data sources (such as LDAP, SQL, 
and web services) that have accumulated over time. A user’s identity information can be spread 
across these disparate data silos and the same identity can often exist in more than one source. 
And because each repository stores its information in its own particular format, and is accessed 
using a certain protocol, the challenge is more than just having multiple data sources. 

Compounding this problem is the rapid expansion and evolution of applications, access devices, 
and user populations (and their identity sources). This is not a one-time phenomenon. In fact, 
companies and organizations are facing a permanent challenge when it comes to security and 
IAM. 

What’s needed is one single access point to retrieve complete user profiles, including all their 
attributes, in addition to group membership information. It’s clear that an identity hub—one 
global reference list—is needed to identify and authenticate users. Luckily, there is a solution that 
uses the power of virtualization to make creating an identity hub simple and efficient. It’s Radiant 
Logic’s federated identity and directory service based on virtualization, RadiantOne. 

An IAM solution that scales with your organization’s growth. Simeio Solutions protects your digital 
persona and accounts. Simeio Solutions specializes in:

 »  Change management

 »  Custom migration strategies

 » Creation of outcome-based operations

 » Unified User Interface - Simeio Identity Orchestrator

Implement your RadiantOne FID with Simeio Solutions

With many organizations growing through mergers and acquisitions, virtual directory servers 
can free your organization from dependency on domain-joined architecture. Gain flexibility and 
visibility into multiple domains with a virtual directory server.

Get assistance in implementing, consulting, and maintaining the entire operational function of 
your organization’s identity and access management landscape from Simeio Solutions.
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Solving the Problem of Fragmented 
Identity Infrastructures



This 3M+ global user community had an urgent need for a customer-centric and yet completely 
scalable IAM solution. The involvement of multiple vendor partners meant that the business was 
following various standards for integration, and needed help streamlining. The user community’s 
IAM infrastructure was complex and completely “homegrown.” They also suffered from limited 
in-house skills that were insufficient to operate and enhance their IAM solution and legacy IAM 
products that were End of Service Life (EOSL). Ultimately, they chose Simeio due to our expertise 
in hybrid (on-prem and cloud) solutions as a managed solutions provider, our ability to accomplish 
all use cases, and the ability to provide global availability for all of their members. Radiant Logic and 
Simeio migrated the user community from a legacy solution to a modern LDAP and integrated 
their legacy website and the new website.
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 »  Define mission critical architecture
    

 »  Present adoption modeling

 »  Pilot implementation

 »  Rapid application onboarding

First 45 days:

 »   Connectors to maintain sync on data    
 stores for migration

 »  Creating global profiles for all users in the   
 organization

Simeio Success Story

Ongoing operations

 » Hassle-free directory management

 » Increase productivity

o Lower TCO costs by automating data consolidation for application teams.

o    Highly customizable API -

o  Role-based or group-based authorization

o  Application teams can save time with custom virtual views which consolidates data     
   from multiple sources into one unified view

o  Directory consolidation – Get a complete global view of all users from heterogenous  
   data sources in one location.

 » Patching activites

 » Save operational costs
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